
 

 

 
The Broadcasting and Telecommunications Legislative Review Panel 
c/o Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada 
235 Queen Street, 1st Floor 
Ottawa Ontario  K1A 0H5 
 

Re:  Review of the Canadian Communications Legislative Framework 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

1. Since 2001, Iridium Satellite Canada Ltd. (“Iridium Canada”), a wholly owned 
indirect subsidiary of Iridium Communications Inc. (“Iridium”), has had the pleasure 
of dealing with the Department of Industry Canada and renamed Innovation, Science 
and Economic Development Canada (“ISED”).  Iridium Canada submits these 
comments in response to the invitation from the Broadcasting and 
Telecommunications Legislative Review Panel (“Panel”).1  The Panel is an external 
panel of experts which has been tasked with reviewing and updating the 
Telecommunications Act, Broadcasting Act, and the Radiocommunication Act.  
Given Iridium’s profile, we limit our comments to a discussion of proposed revisions 
to Radiocommunication Act.  In the comments which follow, we provide a further 
introduction and then our answer to question #6 in the Terms of Reference on the 
subject of effective spectrum regulation. 

2. As a leading Mobile Satellite Service company that provides true global coverage 
with its nongeostationary satellite orbit (“NGSO”) constellation, Iridium Canada’s 
experience with ISED and its predecessor has been limited to spectrum allocation 
issues relative to the Radiocommunication Act.  In addition, Iridium is a joint venture 
partner in Aireon LLC with NAV CANADA and four European air navigation 
service providers.  Aireon Canada Ltd, Aireon LLC’s Canadian subsidiary, also holds 
a spectrum license from ISED. 

II. OVERVIEW OF IRIDIUM COMMUNICATIONS INC. AND IRIDIUM 
SATELLITE CANADA LTD. OPERATIONS IN CANADA   

3. After eighteen years of operations in Canada, Iridium has nearly completed replacing 
its current satellite system with Iridium NEXT, a state-of-the-art satellite system that 
will allow Iridium to provide more bandwidth and higher speeds for services relied on 
by its Canadian customers on land, in the air, or at sea.  Iridium NEXT is a complete 

                                                                    
1 Innovation, Science and Economic Development Canada, Responding to the New Environment:  A Call 
for Comments, Review of the Canadian Communications Legislative Framework (Sept. 24, 2018), 
https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/110.nsf/eng/00003.html.    

https://www.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/110.nsf/eng/00003.html
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upgrade and replacement of Iridium’s first-generation 66-satellite NGSO 
constellation with nine on-orbit spares and six ground spares.  Iridium NEXT 
satellites operate in the same 8.725 MHz of L-band spectrum – 1617.775-1626.5 
MHz– as its first-generation satellite system.  Iridium is scheduled to launch the final 
10 of its 75 orbiting Iridium NEXT satellites (66 mission plus 9 in-orbit spares), 
which will support all legacy Iridium services while also providing new services.   

4. As a result of the development of Iridium NEXT and its improved satellite 
capabilities, Iridium will also now be offering a new, higher capacity Iridium 
CertusSM service on its new Iridium NEXT satellites.  Iridium Certus will provide 
best-in-class broadband satellite connectivity to land, aviation, and maritime 
customers.  Iridium Certus will support more bandwidth and higher speeds for new 
products. 

5. Iridium’s use of its spectrum has evolved and grown significantly since the system 
was launched as a voice and paging system.  Iridium has created jobs, saved lives, 
and continued to innovate to improve the system’s capabilities for government and 
commercial users alike.  Many Iridium subscribers use Iridium data messaging 
services which are leveraged by machine-to-machine (“M2M”) markets, control and 
data acquisition (“SCADA”) applications, and personal, asset and vehicle/aircraft 
tracking applications.  The Iridium network currently supports millions of these 
transactions on a daily basis. 

6. Since 2001, Iridium has provided service to multiple Canadian government agencies 
that have a need for remote communication and tracking.  For example, Shared 
Services Canada recently announced the renewal of its contract with MetOcean 
Telematics (based in Dartmouth, Nova Scotia) and Track 24 Defense (based in 
Ottawa, Ontario), two Canadian distributors supporting approximately 6,500 
Canadian government subscribers.  Iridium complements Shared Services Canada’s 
ability to provide mobile connectivity services, including coverage of one hundred 
percent of Canadian territory and maritime areas.  On both coasts, the Department of 
Fisheries and Ocean has a wide deployment of fishing vessels that depend on 
Iridium’s satellite connectivity.  The Department of National Defence uses Iridium’s 
tracking and messaging equipment and services to track and send messages to their 
personnel.  Parks Canada rangers and fire wardens use Iridium satellite phones and 
pagers to report possible emergency situations and communicate during rescues.  
Environment and Climate Change Canada equips buoys with Iridium transceivers to 
transmit surface current, sea-surface temperatures and provide GPS positioning and 
other information of the buoys at sea.  In addition to this relationship with the 
Government, many volunteer search-and-rescue professionals, fisherman, explorers, 
and others depend on Iridium-supported commercial services, like Garmin InReach® 
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personal trackers for connectivity in remote areas. 

7. Iridium’s MSS business growth and increase in subscribership.  Iridium has 
grown a highly successful business with over one million subscribers2 – more than 
double the 427,000 subscribers it had in 2010.3  Iridium also reported a five-year 
compound annual growth rate of ten percent from 2012 through 2017.4  A significant 
portion of Iridium’s business comes from its government and commercial customers 
in Canada.  Ten percent of Iridium’s overall revenue is from distributors located in 
Canada5 and at least ten percent of Iridium’s overall revenue has been invoiced by 
distributors located in Canada since 2009.6   

8. Maritime Safety.  Ships in distress, including as a result of potential piracy, hijack or 
terrorist activity, rely on mobile satellite voice and data services.  Per the 
requirements of the International Maritime Organization (“IMO”) to enhance 
maritime security in response to the threat from terrorism and piracy, most deep-sea 
passenger and cargo ships must be fitted with a device that can send an alert message 
containing the ship’s ID and position whenever the ship is under threat or has been 
compromised.  In addition, the IMO and a NATO advisory group have recommended 
the installation of a safe room equipped with a standalone secure communication link 
the crew can use from inside the room to communicate with rescuing forces.7  
Iridium’s distribution partners have developed several product solutions using the 
company’s network to meet these requirements for merchant and fishing vessels.8 

9. The Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (“GMDSS”) is a maritime service 
built to alert a maritime rescue coordination center of each vessel’s situation and 
position, information that can then be used to coordinate search and rescue efforts 
among ships in the area.  The IMO requires all vessels flagged by signatories to the 

                                                                    
2 Iridium Communications Inc., 2018 Quarterly Report (Form 10-Q), at 20 (Oct. 25, 2018), 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1418819/000141881918000017/irdm10-q093018.htm.    
3 Iridium Communications Inc., 2011 Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 38 (Mar. 6, 2012), 
https://www.sec.gov-/Archives/edgar/data/1418819/000119312512097807/d262216d10k.htm.   
4 Iridium 2017 Annual Report 
http://investor.iridium.com/download/IRDM_ICI_2017_Annual_Report_EZ_Blue_version_3.22.18.pdf  
5 Iridium, Annual Report (Form 10-K) at 18 (Feb. 22, 2018) (“Iridium 2017 Annual Report”), 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1418819/000141881918000005/irdm_12312017x10k.htm 
6 See Iridium, Annual Report (Form 10-K) at 14 (Mar. 16, 2010), 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1418819/000119312510058393/d10k.htm; Iridium 2016 Annual 
Report at 16. 
7 Iridium Communications, Inc., SEC Form 10-K for the Year Ended December 31, 2017, at 11 (Feb. 22, 
2018).   
8 See generally Maritime Solution:  Keeping Ships Connected, Efficient and Safe at Sea – Anywhere, 
IRIDIUM, https://www.iridium.com/solutions/maritime/ (last visited Sept. 3, 2018). 

https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1418819/000141881918000017/irdm10-q093018.htm
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1418819/000119312512097807/d262216d10k.htm
http://investor.iridium.com/download/IRDM_ICI_2017_Annual_Report_EZ_Blue_version_3.22.18.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1418819/000119312510058393/d10k.htm
https://www.iridium.com/solutions/maritime/
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International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (“SOLAS”) over 300 gross tons 
and certain passenger vessels, irrespective of size, that travel in international waters to 
carry distress and safety terminals that use GMDSS applications.  Canada has 
provided Iridium with critical support as it navigated the IMO process to be 
recognized as a GMDSS provider.  In particular, Transport Canada, which represents 
Canada at the IMO, voiced its support of Iridium’s effort to be recognized as a 
GMDSS provider.  In no small part because of the Canadian delegation’s support, 
Iridium was recognized by the IMO’s Maritime Safety Committee as a GMDSS 
provider in May 2018.9  In recent years, Artic shipping routes have been used more 
heavily, including along the Northwest Passage which traverses northern Canada.  
However, maritime safety communications have been limited to less reliable, High 
Frequency services for these routes.  By 2020, Iridium plans to provide truly global 
voice and data GMDSS communications to ship operators worldwide, including to 
Canada’s northern waters and the entire Arctic Ocean.10  Iridium will be the only 
satellite company that can provide satellite GMDSS worldwide, and will introduce 
important competition for GMDSS into what is currently a monopoly market.   

10. Aviation safety.  Satellites play an important role in providing communications 
services for aircraft operations.  Iridium provides mission-critical communications for 
aircraft operations of all sizes (~30,000 aircraft worldwide); the company is the 
leading supplier of mobile satellite services to global aviation and the only satellite 
network to provide polar coverage which aids in air navigation for cross-polar flights.  
Iridium systems are deployed on major carriers like United Airlines and JetBlue, in 
thousands of rotorcraft, and in as many as 10,000 business jets.11  In addition, the 
International Civil Aviation Organization (“ICAO”) has approved standards and 
recommended practices allowing Iridium to provide Aeronautical Mobile Satellite 
(Route) Services (“AMS(R)S”) to commercial aircraft on long-haul routes.  Iridium 
has been providing AMS(R)S since 2013.   

 

 

                                                                    
9 Iridium® for GMDSS:  New Choice is Coming For Global Maritime Safety, IRIDIUM, 
https://www.iridium.com/services/gmdss/ (last visited Sept. 3, 2018). 
10 Id. (“Expected to launch in early 2020, Iridium will deliver a new GMDSS solution offering simple, 
reliable, and truly global voice and data GMDSS communications in a single, small-form-factor maritime 
mobile terminal – at a fraction of the price of competing solutions.”). 
11 See generally Commercial Aviation:  Keeping Passenger Aircrafts Safe and Connected – Anywhere 
Airlines Fly, IRIDIUM, https://www.iridium.com/solutions/aviation/commercial-aviation/ (last visited Sept. 
3, 2018); Business Aviation:  Coverage and Connectivity in the Air – Anywhere Business Takes You, 
IRIDIUM, https://www.iridium.com/solutions/aviation/business-aviation/ (last visited Sept. 3, 2018). 

https://www.iridium.com/services/gmdss/
https://www.iridium.com/solutions/aviation/commercial-aviation/
https://www.iridium.com/solutions/aviation/business-aviation/
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11. Finally, the Iridium NEXT constellation will host the AireonSM system to provide a 
global air traffic surveillance service through a series of automatic dependent 
surveillance-broadcast, or ADS-B, receivers on the Iridium NEXT satellites.12  
Iridium formed Aireon LLC in 2011, with subsequent investments from the air 
navigation service providers (“ANSPs”) of Canada, Italy, Denmark, Ireland and the 
United Kingdom, to develop and market this service.  Aireon has contracted to 
provide the service to Iridium’s co-investors in Aireon and other ANSPs.  As noted 
above, Iridium has recently worked with ISED concerning issues relating to the 
spectrum licence issued to Aireon Canada Ltd. 

III. ANSWERS TO SPECIFIC QUESTIONS IN THE TERMS OF 
REFERENCE  

12. The Terms of Reference notes the changing nature of wireless communications and 
resulting increase in demand for new and innovative approaches to spectrum 
regulation.  In particular, the Terms of Reference raise questions about how spectrum 
regulation can be managed in the new wireless communications landscape.  With 
respect to Effective Spectrum Regulation in Canada, Question 6.1, the Consultation 
asks:  “Are the right legislative tools in place to balance the need for flexibility to 
rapidly introduce new wireless technologies with the need to ensure devices can be 
used safely, securely, and free of interference?” 

13. Sections 5 and 6 of the Radiocommunication Act grant the Minister and Governor in 
Council the authority to address the allocation and use of Spectrum in Canada.  In 
particular, Section 5 of the Act grants the Minister the ability to “plan the allocation 
and use of the spectrum,” and “issue spectrum licenses in respect of the utilization of 
specified radio frequencies within a defined geographic area” subject to regulations 
made under Section 6 of the Act.13  Section 6 of the Radiocommunication Act states 
in relevant part that:  

(1) The Governor in Council may make regulations (a) respecting technical 
requirements and technical standards in relation to … (ii) interference-causing 
equipment, and (iii) radio-sensitive equipment…14 

                                                                    
12 See generally Iridium Next, AIREON, https://aireon.com/resources/iridium-next/ (last visited Jan. 3, 2018) 
(“The backbone of Aireon’s technology resides on the Iridium NEXT constellation of satellites, scheduled 
for eight launches.  Iridium’s next generation satellite constellation will deliver exciting new innovations 
and opportunities, while ensuring continued high performance and reliability far into the future.  To enable 
the Aireon system, Iridium will host specially designed receivers on each Iridium NEXT satellite, 
covering 100 percent of the globe.”). 
13 Radiocommunication Act, Section 5.  
14 Id. 

https://aireon.com/resources/iridium-next/
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(i) The Governor in Council may also make regulations prohibiting or 
regulating, in relation to (i) interference to radiocommunication, or (ii) 
adverse effects of electromagnetic energy from any emission, radiation 
or induction…15  

14. Iridium Canada recognizes the considerable discretion that is provided to the Minister 
in the Radiocommunication Act and advocates that certain principles be followed in 
spectrum allocation as specific changes to the Radiocommunication Act are 
considered.  However, satellite operators face unique constraints that are not 
necessarily faced by other communications operators.  In particular, satellite operators 
must begin planning and designing their satellites years before they are launched.  
Once a satellite launches, it will remain in orbit for a significant period of time.  In 
addition, satellite communications provide critical connectivity for remote areas 
where it is cost prohibitive or impossible to deliver terrestrial communications to 
connect rural and remote populations.  Indeed, satellite service is the only technology 
that can reach many remote and rural areas in Canada.  To enable satellite operators 
to invest the significant amounts of time and capital required to create and maintain a 
satellite or a constellation of satellites, satellite operators require predictability in 
spectrum allocations, protection from harmful interference, and support from 
regulatory agencies to protect satellite spectrum allocations on a going forward basis.   

15. Predictability in spectrum allocations:  To ensure that commercial and government 
satellite operators are partners with the Canadian Government in promoting economic 
growth, Canada’s regulatory environment must provide satellite operators with 
predictability in spectrum allocations in the frequency bands in which they operate.  
Satellite networks take years and significant sums of money to develop and launch.  
Satellite operators must be provided with predictability in spectrum allocations to 
give them adequate certainty and good lead times to invest large sums of money into 
satellite innovation.  Constantly shifting allocations or creating uncertainty about the 
future allocations in a given spectrum band dramatically undermines the satellite 
ecosystem.  This is particularly true in specific spectrum “neighborhoods” like the L-
band where billions of dollars have been invested in multiple incumbent satellite 
systems.   

16. Protection from harmful interference from adjacent band operations:  Satellite 
providers must be protected from harmful interference.  To allow the industry to 
continue to flourish for the next 15 years and beyond, the government must ensure 
that harmful interference is effectively prevented, regardless of its source.  In 
particular, powerful terrestrial systems in close proximity to bands used by incumbent 
satellite systems and their ground facilities are problematic.  Allowing the 
deployment of interfering services in bands adjacent to critical satellite operations 

                                                                    
15 Id.  
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without adequately protecting incumbent services would significantly reduce 
regulatory certainty for satellite operators, chill innovation and investment in existing 
technology, and threaten Canadian jobs and safety.   

17. Satellite spectrum must be protected in Canada as well as internationally:  It is 
equally critical for satellite operators to have certainty for its radio frequency 
spectrum and interference protection internationally as it is in Canada.  Satellites 
operations are inherently global which requires satellite spectrum to be protected in 
Region 2 and before international organizations.  Transmissions from satellites do not 
stop at a border.  In particular, Iridium’s operations are provided through NGSO 
constellations which cover and serve the globe.  International consistency on satellite 
allocations and interference protection is necessary to provide satellite companies 
regulatory certainty that save costs and encourage innovation.  It is equally important 
for satellite operators to be able to rely on the Canadian government to defend 
domestic allocations and interference protections internationally.  Failure to do so not 
only affects the ability to operate abroad but harms the ability of satellite companies 
to continue to succeed in Canada. 

18. Based on these three principles, Iridium recommends that Sections 5 and 6 of the 
Radiocommunication Act should be revised to ensure that existing operators be 
provided with continued predictability for their spectrum operations.  This includes 
the ability to operate free from in-band and adjacent band harmful interference.  It 
also includes the ability of satellite operators to operate free from powerful terrestrial 
systems operating in close proximity to bands used by incumbent satellite systems 
and their ground facilities. 

19. To ensure the continued success of satellite operations, Iridium Canada proposes that 
Section 5 of the Radiocommunication Act should be revised to explicitly state that 
under the Minister’s powers to plan the allocation and use of spectrum, the Minister 
may make regulations that ensure the continued predictability in spectrum allocations 
for incumbent satellite services, especially in the L-band.  The section should 
explicitly state that the Minister may make regulations that allow operators to 
continue operating free from in-band and adjacent band interference.  Similarly, 
Iridium Canada proposes that Section 6 of the Radiocommunication Act should be 
revised to state that the “Governor in Council may make regulations” that ensure the 
continued predictability in spectrum allocations for incumbent services.  The section 
should explicitly state that the Governor in Council may make regulations that allow 
operators to continue operating free from in-band and adjacent band harmful 
interference. 
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IV. CONCLUSION 

20. As the Panel undertakes the important review and update of Canada’s 
Radiocommunication Act, Iridium Canada encourages it to consider the continuing 
spectrum needs of satellite operators.  In particular, Iridium Canada encourages the 
panel to revise the Radiocommunication Act keeping in mind the need for stable 
satellite spectrum allocations, and protecting satellite operations from harmful 
interference.  Spectrum management decisions that undermine these principles must 
be prevented if Canada seeks to enable incumbent and future satellite innovators to 
build and invest in satellite operations. 

 
Thank you for your consideration of these comments. 
Yours truly, 
 
 
/s/  Maureen C. McLaughlin  
Maureen C. McLaughlin 
Vice President, Public Policy 
Iridium Communications, Inc. 
 
January 11, 2019 
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